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Abstract. Introductory programming seems far from being successful at both university and high school levels. Research data already published offer significant knowledge regarding university students’ deficiencies in computer programming and the alternative representations they built about abstract programming constructs. However, secondary education students’ learning and development in computer programming has not been extensively studied. This paper reports on the use of the SOLO taxonomy to explore secondary education students’ representations of the concept of programming variable and the assignment statement. Data was collected in the form of students’ written responses to programming tasks related to short code programs. The responses were mapped to the different levels of the SOLO taxonomy. The results showed that approximately more than one half of the students in the sample tended to manifest prestructural, unistructural and multistructural responses to the research tasks. In addition, the findings provide evidence that students’ thinking and application patterns are prevalently based on mathematical-like mental models about the concepts of programming variable and the assignment statement. The paper concludes with suggestions for instructional design and practice to help students’ building coherent and viable mental models of the programming variable and the assignment statement.
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Introduction

Understanding how students learn to program has been a central topic in computer science education for decades. Early research was focused on the psychology of programming and studied the differences between novices and experts to solve programming problems (Hoc et al., 1990; Rist, 1989; Soloway, 1986). Independent research studies into students’ programming ability, in various countries and educational contexts, have shown that university students have similar difficulties in writing, tracing and designing programs (McCracken et al., 2001; Chalk et al., 2003; Lister et al., 2004; Eckerdal et al., 2006; de Raadt, 2007). From a cognitive perspective, existing research has given interesting findings regarding students’ difficulties, misconceptions or alternative conceptions when using abstract programming concepts and constructs (e.g. variables, control structures, loops, arrays, recursion), students’ inadequate planning skills and deficits in programming for problem solving, the common bugs/errors novices exhibit while programming and testing their code etc. (Ebrahimi, 1994; Lane & VanLehn, 2005; Corritore & Wiedenbeck, 1991; Postner & Stevens, 2005; Rogalski & Samurcay, 1990; Sleeman et al., 1986; Spohrer & Soloway, 1989).

Investigating students’ development from concrete representations of programming concepts to abstract mental models is one of the principal themes in computer science education research (Cortney et al., 2011). However, existing research experiments did not adequately reveal the many aspects of students’ programming thinking. Assessing the
degree of novices’ ability to see the relationships between abstract programming concepts and the constitutional parts of a program is currently an open research program internationally (Lister, Fidge & Teague, 2009; Ma et al., 2011; Sheard et al., 2008). In addition, addressing new instructional approaches and techniques that help students’ learning is still an issue of interest in computer science education.

Towards this direction, the Structure of the Observed Learning Outcome (SOLO) taxonomy proposed by Biggs & Collis (1982) was emerged in the recent years as a promising educational taxonomy to study how novice programmers manifest their understanding of programming constructs (Lister et al., 2006; 2009a; Thomson, 2007; Whalley et al., 2006). Research findings have demonstrated that SOLO is a relevant and efficient framework for studying students’ representations of programming concepts and studying their development in programming (Lister et al., 2006; 2009; Sheard et al., 2008).

Despite that university students’ learning and development in computer programming has been extensively studied, the relation of secondary education students and programming instruction, in both the Greek educational context and internationally, is an under-researched topic. Using the SOLO taxonomy, this study examines secondary education (K-12) students’ programming thinking and their representations of the concepts of programming variable and the assignment statement. Data was collected in the form of students’ written responses using a questionnaire testing their ability to predict the outcome of executing short code programming tasks. The paper provides evidence that the mathematical mental models of the concepts of programming variable and the assignment statement are prevalent between the students in the sample.

The article is structured as follows: The first section presents a literature review addressing both theoretical foundations and students’ difficulties in programming and, specifically, in using the programming variable and the assignment statement to solve typical programming problems. Following, the methodology of the research is presented. Finally, the research data analysed using the SOLO schema and the findings are presented. Conclusions are drawn for educational practice in introductory programming courses and further research in the area.

**Literature review**

*Experts versus novice programmers*

Previous investigations found that many students, not only at secondary education but also at university level, confront critical difficulties in using abstract concepts, they hold non efficient mental models of basic programming concepts and perform more poorly than expected after experiencing programming courses. A study conducted in four universities (McCracken, 2001) concluded that many computer science students, at the end of their introductory courses, do not know how to program and lack the skills needed for getting a program ready to run. Another research in seven countries by Lister et al. (2004) reiterated similar findings showing that many students have a fragile grasp of both basic programming principles and the ability to systematically carry out routine programming tasks, such as code tracing. In addition, Simon et al. (2006) have looked for predictors of students’ programming success and found only very weak indicators.

There is a considerable amount of evidence that novices have severe problems in understanding the basic concepts of programming. Most investigations in the decade of 80’s have focused on the psychology of programming and have given considerable information about students’ alternative conceptions of programming structures (Soloway & Spohrer,
1989; Hoc et al., 1990) and the cognitive difficulties they encounter when they solve programming problems (Samurçay, 1989; Soloway & Spohrer, 1989; Hoc et al., 1990). The classical book entitled “Studying the novice programmer”, edited by Soloway & Spohrer (1989), collected various papers outlining the deficits of students in understanding basic programming constructs (variables, loops, arrays, recursion), revealing the shortcomings in code planning and testing, and showing how prior knowledge can be a source of errors for novices.

It is a common conclusion that students have faulty or fragile mental models concerning programming constructs, objects, attributes, and methods while they exhibit poor performance in using elementary problem-solving strategies (Perkins et al., 1989; Eckerdal & Thune, 2005; Eckerdal et al., 2006; Holland et al., 1997; Garner, Haden & Robins, 2005). The majority of students face serious difficulties and lack the skills necessary to function abstractively, to consolidate a program as a single entity, to comprehend its main parts and the relations among them, to compose new algorithms and to effectively adapt statements or procedures using their previous programming knowledge (Robins et al., 2003).

The differences between novices and experts in computer programming have been studied extensively and tend to confirm that novices do not have many of the abilities of experts (Brooks, 1990; Gilmore, 1990; Putman et al., 1989; Rist, 1991; Wiedenbeck et al., 1993; Winslow, 1996). Research findings indicate that expert programmers form abstract representations based upon the purpose of the code whereas novices form concrete representations based on how the code functions. On the other hand, novice programmers are “very local and concrete in their comprehension of programs” (Wiedenbeck & Ramalingam, 1999). The emergence of the expert programmer from the novice is a process that involves the formation of multiple mental models, deep and interlinked knowledge hierarchies, and abstract, generalized problem-solving patterns (Winslow, 1996). It is a commonplace that traditional instruction of introductory programming, at both universities and secondary schools, seem to be less successful than needed. McGettrick et al. (2005) note that educators cited failure in introductory programming courses and/or disenchantment with programming as major factors underlying the poor student retention in computing degree programmes.

One possible reason for this is that novices hold ‘non-viable’ mental models of key programming concepts which then cause misconceptions and difficulties (Ma et al. 2009). Given a problem, the expert programmer can retrieve an appropriate solution schema. In contrast, novice programmers are often restricted to a language or syntax-oriented organization of their programming knowledge. This kind of knowledge does not allow a new problem to be matched with a previously learned solution (Soloway, 1986; Rist, 1989). As a result, novices have difficulties in assembling algorithms. In Table 1, we summarize the most critical issues that shape the differences-alternative approaches in computer programming between expert and novice programmers.

**Secondary education students’ barriers in programming**

This section outlines an educational framework regarding computer programming in secondary education. This framework is addressed mainly to the Greek context but many of the ideas could be of interest and transferable to other educational contexts. Unlike the fields of science and mathematics education, which have developed a coherent framework of knowledge about how secondary education students understand and learn these subjects, computer science educators in Greece are just beginning to consider the complex issues involved in learning to program.
Table 1. Major differences in programming between expert and novice programmers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Expert programmers</th>
<th>Students-novice programmers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rely on plans or schemata to understand programs</td>
<td>Tend to focus on the syntactic details of the code and execute code line-by-line</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Integrate the parts of a program into a coherent structure</td>
<td>May understand the parts of a program but struggle to organize those parts into a coherent structure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organize their programming knowledge in sophisticated, flexible and viable mental models</td>
<td>Lack detailed and viable mental models Are limited to surface and superficially organised programming knowledge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organize their representations of code segments into larger conceptual-programming structures according to the function performed by the code</td>
<td>Form concrete (local) representations based on how the code functions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Focus on algorithmic approaches (algorithms, models, schemata) rather than on commands and the syntactic details of the particular programming language</td>
<td>Lack algorithmic thinking and fail to apply relevant knowledge to solve problems Approach programming as line-by-line code execution rather than using meaningful program structures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Have a wide repertory of algorithms applicable in solving new problems</td>
<td>Do not easily develop patterns (algorithms) that allow them to match a problem with a previously learned solution</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Current research data concerning students’ misconceptions and mental models for programming concepts indicate that teaching computer programming to secondary students includes many more things than the syntactic details and the semantics of the specific programming language used. In computer programming we are thinking about algorithms and data in ways that are very different from those in other cognitive activities or areas (e.g. mathematics or physics) and, most of all, in our everyday life. Students’ pre-existing knowledge and experiences, coming from other related subjects play an important role in their efforts to develop algorithmic thinking (Bonar & Soloway, 1985). However, in most of the cases, this is not enough. For example, in programming students need to manipulate many abstract entities that have no or little relation to their pre-existing knowledge and everyday experience (e.g. logical data type, nested control structures, looping constructs, initialization of variables, counters, arrays and pointers, recursion, etc.). These entities concern, on the one hand, the programming language used and, on the other, how statements should be used to produce meaningful combinations in order to construct a complete program solving a problem.

It is reasonable, therefore, that students have many difficulties when they try to express solutions which do not come spontaneously or have not previously been familiarized with, e.g. as the natural consequence of the knowledge transferred to programming from other cognitive subjects. For example, let us compare a typical Pascal or C program calculating the summary of a series of numbers to the similar mathematical (by hand) procedure or to the SUM function used in a spreadsheet. The instructional experience of the author indicates that this particular mismatch in the way of thinking about solutions, e.g. how to express a solution in a programming language, is a critical barrier for most secondary students.

In addition, students have no ability to negotiate the syntactic rules and the semantics of the particular programming language used. In order to solve problems effectively, they need to adapt their solutions to the syntactic and structural strictness of the programming environment. This is inherent to computer programming and it is not easily achieved by the majority of students.
Another source of difficulties is related to the representations of the students about the concept of the program itself, which is a mechanism able to solve a problem when executed correctly. The role of the machine (computer) is not easily accessible by the students, at least in the introductory lessons. The computer and the programming environment have a two-fold role: they constitute a mechanism which can be used for both developing and executing other mechanisms (programs). Du Boulay (1986) introduced the term of notional machine to describe the role of the computer in programming and the related perceptions of novices. Jimoyiannis & Komis (2004) have shown that secondary education students lack efficient representations of the machine and its internal operation during the execution of a program. Students’ faulty models of the notional machine constitute a factor inducing significant barriers to their programming thinking.

The last issue concerns the typical programming environments and languages used in instruction. They have been constructed for developing software applications rather than for educational purposes. Consequently, programming environments are adapted to a framework of knowledge and skills achieved by experienced programmers. This is a main source of difficulties and obstacles for students as novices in programming. In the last decade, there is a growing interest about using alternative instructional environments in introductory programming courses; pseudocode and/or micro-languages (e.g. Logo, Karel, Blue), educational programming environments (e.g. MicroWolds Pro, RoboLab, Scratch, BYOB), and algorithmic simulation environments, like Jeliot (Moreno et al., 2004), JHAVE (Naps et al., 2003), Alvis (Hundhausen & Brown, 2007) etc.

The concepts of variable and the assignment statement

Teaching programming in secondary education constitutes a very interesting task with specific characteristics and differences comparing with the other subjects in K-12 Curriculum. Algorithms are arguably the cornerstone of computer science and programming. The effective use of variables is fundamental to computer programming and the design of algorithms. Students’ efficient and viable models about variables is an essential prerequisite to built other abstract constructs, e.g. counters, arrays, loops etc. However, the use of variables in programming and especially their role in the program is a tacit implicit knowledge that cannot be presented explicitly to students (Sajaniemi, 2002; Ma et al., 2011; Sheard et al., 2008).

Early research findings have shown that secondary education students have various difficulties to manipulate variables when they try to solve simple programming problems (Samurçay, 1989; Soloway & Spohrer, 1989; Green 1990; Palumbo & Reed, 1991). Samurçay (1989) investigated the different ways variables are related to assignment statements and described the mental difficulties of novice programmers about dynamic modifications of variables, like updating and initialisation. In addition, Du Boulay (1986) identified misconceptions about variables, based upon the analogies used in class. Important issues were revealed, like the role of initialisation, linking variables by assigning, misunderstanding of temporal scope of variables etc. Perkins et al. (1989) reported other form of misconceptions related to the names of variables.

In addition, Dehnadi and Bornat (2009) reported that students hold eleven different mental models for the assignment statements. They argued that they had found a relationship between the consistency of the mental models employed and students’ performance in programming examinations. A recent survey on university students, enrolled in an introductory computing course (Corney et al., 2011), reported that, in the third course week, almost half of the students could not respond efficiently to a code consisting of just three assignment statements, which swapped the values in two variables.
Although students face at variables during early introductory programming courses, the construction of efficient mental models appears to be a difficult task. Data processing and storage in the form of variables, as perceived by the students through the use of symbols, constitutes a main source of difficulties. The concept of programming variable is usually built on students’ pre-existing mathematical knowledge. In most cases, the first problems that students are asked to solve in introductory lessons have a typical mathematical nature. Moreover, the type of names used in the first programs are similar to those in mathematical problems (e.g. x, y, z, a, b). On the other hand, the familiar (by hand) calculation processes, well-known from mathematics, are used in introductory lessons with the objective to support building of the concepts of variable and the assignment statement in students’ minds. These processes constitute a critical cognitive obstacle that students need also to overcome.

It appears that the common perception of students about programming variable and the assignment statement concepts is restricted to the mathematical representation, even after many lessons in programming (Jimoyiannis & Komis, 2000). However, in mathematics a variable has a static meaning and presents a mathematical-functional relation. This view is not adequate for the students to comprehend the functional and dynamic meaning of programming variable (Rogalski & Vergnaud, 1987). A programming variable is an abstraction of a memory cell, i.e. an associated memory location inside the computer having a constant capacity and containing a value of a data type predefined via a declaration statement. During program execution, the value of a variable can be dynamically modified as it is manipulated by assignment or input (read) statements.

The majority of students have not comprehended the dynamic interrelation between the variable and the assignment concepts, e.g. through the assignment statement data are registered upon the pre-existing value of a variable, which is lost afterwards. Many students think that “variables can store more than one value at a time” or that “a variable can ‘remember’ the history of previous assignments”. In other words, they have a representation of stack-type about the programming variable and, consequently, they believe that they can recover all those previous values (Jimoyiannis, 2000).

The assignment statement is a command for assigning a value to a variable. The assignment statement has also a mathematical sense, which emanates from the name of the variables involved and the symbol used for the assignment operator (=, :=, ¦), which is often confused with the mathematical symbol of equality. However, there is a main difference in the deep meaning of the assignment operation and the symbols related to the variables included. For example, the simple assignment statement B ¦ A can be misinterpreted by students as after the assignment statement “variables A and B are exchanged” or “the variable A no longer contains any value”.

Let us consider another classical example of misconceptions for many secondary students: the statement x ¦ x + 5. The majority of the students are not able to comprehend that x does not concern the same entity in both sides. In the left part, x is related to the memory location; in the right part, x represents the current value of the variable x.

Swapping is another common example of students’ misconceptions in most introductory classes. A great number of students struggle in the early lessons with the code for swapping the value of two variables.

Finally, the nature of the data involved in a problem with variables introduces additional difficulties. For example, students can more easily manipulate variables representing numerical data (integer or real), possibly because they are related to cognitive forms that they are familiar with. On the other hand, the use of string or logical variables and,
moreover, complex structures, like arrays, demands new form of representations that students cannot easily construct (Jimoyiannis, 2000).

The SOLO taxonomy

The Structure of the Observed Learning Outcome (SOLO) taxonomy was proposed by Biggs & Collis (1982) as a general educational taxonomy. It is content independent and thus it can be used as a generic measure of understanding across different disciplines. SOLO is a developmental schema of classifying learning outcomes in terms of their complexity, thus enabling instructors to assess students’ work in terms of its quality not of how many responses in a particular subject task or activity are correct (Chan et al., 2002).

SOLO taxonomy provides criteria that identify the levels of increasing complexity of students’ performance for understanding when mastering new learning (Biggs, 1999). SOLO can be used not only in assessment but also in designing the curriculum in terms of the learning outcomes intended. It includes five levels revealing the structure complexity of students’ knowledge as they learn. The lower levels focus on quantity (the amount the learner knows) while the higher levels focus on the integration, the development of relationships between the details and other concepts outside the learning domain (the integration of the details into a structural pattern).

As a general educational taxonomy, this schema is assumed to apply to any subject area. Existing research provides supportive evidence of the potential of SOLO taxonomy in the evaluation of students’ learning in various subjects, like mathematics, science, technology etc. (Chick, 1998; Hazel, Prosser & Trigwell, 2002; Padiotis & Mikropoulos, 2010), learning environments and educational levels (Chen & Zimitat, 2004; Chan et al., 2002).

Lister et al. (2006) first suggested the use of SOLO taxonomy to classify students’ responses to computer programming problems not so much according to their correctness as according to the level of integration that they demonstrate. The idea is that beyond the actually correct, a more integrated answer is a convincing demonstration that the student has understood the programming code. In this context, SOLO taxonomy describes five levels of student understanding when solving programming problems. Following, we present a similar interpretation of how SOLO taxonomy applies when novices manifest their understanding of short code problems.

Prestructural: This is the least sophisticated type of response a student may give to a programming task. A prestructural response manifests either a significant misconception of programming or a preconception that is irrelevant to programming. The student lacks knowledge of programming constructs and approaches the task under study in a non appropriate or unrelated way.

Unistructural: This is a response where the student manifests a correct grasp of some but not all aspects of the programming problem. The student has a partial understanding and one or few aspects are picked up and used effectually. In many cases, students make what is called an “educated guess” (Lister et al., 2004). For example, the student describes the functioning of a part (one or two lines) of the code.

Multistructural: The student focuses on several relevant aspects but does not manifest an awareness of the relationships between them or the whole. According to Lister et al. (2006), the student fails “to see the forest for the trees”. For example, a student may provide a line-by-line description of the code or execute the code by hand and arrive at a final value for a particular variable. However, he is not able to see the code as a single coherent construct.
Relational: This level corresponds to what is normally meant by adequate understanding of the topic under study. The student makes sense of the various aspects of the topic, integrates the parts of the problem into a coherent code structure, and uses this structure to solve the problem. According to Lister et al. (2006), “the student sees the forest”. A relational response is the most sophisticated type of response a student may give and may be either correct or incorrect. For example, a student is able to describe the function performed by a particular code segment without hand executing. The student may infer that the code counts the number of elements in an array which are greater than a particular value.

Extended Abstract: In this highest SOLO level, the student response goes beyond the particular problem to be solved, and links the problem to a broader context. The student is able to extrapolate, to develop higher order principles and extend the topic to wider application areas. For example, a possible extended abstract response may be a comment that the code will only work for arrays that are sorted (Lister et al., 2006). While this is a very interesting level to study, the tasks designed for the present study do not aimed at promoting students’ performance in the extended abstract level.

Research design and methodology

Research context

Computer Science was introduced in Greek upper secondary education (Lyceum) on 1998, in the framework a new National Curriculum for upper secondary education (CF, 1998). Two elective courses, related to introductory computer science and information and communication technologies respectively, were established in the first and the second years of Lyceum (K-10, K-11). In the third year of Lyceum (K-12), the students in the technological direction need to attend an obligatory course, for 2 hours per week, under the title “Development of Applications in Programming Environments” (DAPE). It is an introductory course to procedural programming and algorithmic problem solving. The subject content is included in the national university entrance examinations.

According to the Computer Science Curriculum (CF, 1998), the main objectives of the instruction of programming in upper secondary education were

- to develop students’ analytical and synthetic thinking
- to help students acquiring methodological and algorithmic thinking skills
- to enhance students’ abilities to solve problems using programming environments
- to develop students’ creativity and imagination.

The existing National Curriculum suggests the use of a pseudocode environment (named LANGUAGE) for the instruction of the basic algorithmic and programming structures (stepwise programming, variables, control and loop structures, arrays, procedures and functions). The instruction combines both lectures and laboratory activities in which students explore problems, and develop and analyze their solutions. During the lab sessions, the students have the opportunity to use pseudocode and/or programming environments (e.g. Pascal) for practice and solving simple programming problems.

The DAPE course was offered to K-12 students for the first time on 2000. The study presented here is of particular interest considering that computer programming has a short history in Greek secondary education.
**Objectives**

Most of the previous studies in the area were restricted to a descriptive survey of students’ ideas and misconceptions about programming constructs. Descriptive analysis of the students’ responses shows only their different approaches to the various tasks. In this particular analysis we have used SOLO taxonomy because it offers a thorough qualitative insight into students’ understanding of programming constructs and how they use them to solve simple programming problems.

The survey was designed to provide information to better understand the factors that may influence students’ representations and effective use of variables and the assignment statement to solve programming problems. There were three main purposes justifying this investigation:

- To replicate and extend previous research findings concerning students’ typical patterns of response and their representations of the programming variable and the assignment statement.
- To better understand how students typically approach short code programs and to identify topics where students commonly experience difficulties related to the assignment statement.
- To evaluate the applicability of a pedagogically sound theoretical framework (SOLO taxonomy) in studying students’ performance and their difficulties to written code tasks.

**Research questions**

In accordance with the research objectives and consistent with the related literature, the following research questions were addressed in this study:

**Research Question 1:** What are the dominant mental models, built by secondary education students, regarding the programming variable and the assignment statement?

**Research Question 2:** To what extend are students’ conceptions of the programming variable and the assignment statement mutually related?

**Research Question 3:** Can SOLO taxonomy offer an efficient framework to study and assess students’ representations and mental models of the programming variable and the assignment statement?

**The instrument**

The research tool was an anonymous written questionnaire with six programming tasks based on code segments in LANGUAGE, the pseudocode environment proposed by the Curriculum and the textbook approved by the Greek Ministry of Education. The tasks developed specifically for the purpose of this study with the aim to test students’ ability to predict the outcome of executing short code programs. The tasks represented students’ alternative conceptions and representations known from the literature and the teaching experience of the author. Students were asked to give their responses including also a short justification.

Demographic information such as gender, age, years of computer experience, type of software applications used etc., were also requested.
The sample

The survey presented here was administered in 2005 in five upper secondary schools from the urban area of two Greek cities, namely Ioannina and Rhodes. The schools participated were randomly selected while the research sample was representative of the students. A total of 182 students, 99 (54.4%) boys and 83 (46.6%) girls, participated in the survey. The students were aged between 17-18 years and attended the third year of upper secondary education (K-12). They attended the DAPE course about algorithmic and introductory programming for 2 hours per week.

The majority of the students had no previous programming experience when entering this course. 27% of the students reported that they were engaged in programming (using Logo, Pascal, Basic or other environments) while attended the elective computer science course in the first year of Lyceum. The majority of the students in the sample used computer games and/or the Internet while only two students were also engaged into programming activities for their personal interests.

The great majority of the students reported access to a PC either at home (84.1%), at their friends (8.2%) and other places, like computer schools and internet cafés (2.8%). On the other hand, 4.9% of the students in the sample had no opportunity to use computers in places out of the school computer laboratory.

The procedure

The research presented took place about six weeks after the students had completed introductory programming lessons in their schools and, especially, the unit related to the programming variable and the assignment statement. No intervention took place before the survey. Prior to their participation in the research all students had received traditional instruction on these topics in the classroom and the computer laboratory.

All participants were volunteers. They were briefed on the purpose of this study and informed of their rights to not participate or withdraw from completing the questionnaire at anytime during the data collection. Participants took about 30 minutes to complete the written task questionnaire.

Researcher’s role during students’ responding was restricted to answering their questions in order to clarify the programming tasks under research. To ensure that all tasks included in the questionnaire were clearly understood, a trial run of the survey was carried out in one school. The trial group consisted of 23 K-12 students. Data from the trial were not included in the analysis.

Results and analysis

Figure 1 shows the distribution of students’ responses to the research tasks according to the SOLO categories. If we assume that students’ responses are a reasonably consistent reflection of how they reason about programming code, then the students in the sample manifested a relational response to the research tasks, approximately, at a percentage of 40-50%. However, more than one half of the students exhibited prestructural and unistructural responses to the tasks. It is apparent in Figure 1 that many of the weaker students showed a consistent approach to the six tasks. They were not able to abstract from concrete code representations to meaningful structures about the concept of programming variable and the assignment statement. The students’ exhibited the weakest performance in Task 6. They were classified into the relational SOLO level at a percentage of 15.93%.
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Following we present the research findings regarding students’ responses to each particular task using the SOLO schema of analysis.

**Task 1**

Consider the following program:

```plaintext
PROGRAM TASK1
VARIABLES
INTEGER: x, y
BEGIN
    READ y
    READ x, y
    WRITE y, x, y
END_PROGRAM TASK1
```

*What do you expect to be displayed on the screen if you will repetitively input the values 3, 6, and 9? Explain your answer.*

Table 2 presents students’ responses to Task 1 according to SOLO taxonomy. Into the prestructural level we classified students’ responses which were unrelated to programming thinking and indicated critical deficiencies. 10.99% of the students in the sample did not answer to this task. Students’ justifications in this category were like

“There will be nothing displayed on the screen. This is a false problem because variable y cannot store two values through READ statement”.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SOLO level</th>
<th>Percentage% (N=182)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Prestructural</td>
<td>14.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unistructural</td>
<td>41.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multistructural</td>
<td>2.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relational</td>
<td>41.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>100.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1. Distribution of students’ SOLO responses to the tasks
We have classified as unistructural the students’ responses (41.21%) which revealed a representation of the variable concept which has the form of a stack or a box. Typical responses of this SOLO level were

“There will be displayed on the screen the values 3, 6, 9”.

According to the justifications given, the students above believe that, after the execution of the successive READ statements, the variable y can store two values (3 and 9). Both values were stored in variable y and can be displayed on the screen when using a WRITE statement.

2.75% of the students’ responses to this task were classified into the multistructural level. They gave responses like

“There will be displayed on the screen the values 6 and 9”.

These students have built an effective representation of the READ statement and were able to estimate the content of the two variables x and y. However, they exhibited deficiencies to comprehend the meaning and the outcome of the WRITE statement; they responded giving two values as the output of a WRITE statement acting on three variables (WRITE y, x, x).

41.21% of the students in the sample were classified into the relational level. They gave complete and justified answers manifesting arguments of the type

“The values that will be displayed on the screen are 9, 6 and 9. After the execution of the statement READ x, y the first input value (i.e. 3) of the variable y is lost and a new value (9) is assigned to y”.

Task 2
Consider the following program:

```plaintext
PROGRAM TASK2
  VARIABLES
  INTEGER: x, y
  BEGIN
    READ x
    READ x
    READ y
    WRITE y, x, x
  END_PROGRAM TASK2
```

What do you expect to be displayed on the screen if you will repetitively input the values 3, 6, and 9? Explain your answer.

Task 2 is similar to Task 1. Students’ reasoning and responses appeared to be consistent in both tasks. Table 3 shows the distribution of the responses to Task 2 categorized according to the SOLO taxonomy.

Into the prestructural level we classified students’ responses which were unrelated to programming and indicated the same deficiencies recorded also in Task 1. The students did not answer to this task (11.54%) or they gave justifications of the type

“There will be nothing displayed on the screen. This is a false problem because variable x cannot store two values through READ statement”.

We have classified as unistructural the students’ responses (41.75%) which revealed a representation of the variable concept which has the form of stack or box, e.g. the variable x can store simultaneously two values (i.e. 3 and 6). Typical examples were

“There will be displayed on the screen the values 9, 3, 6”.

“...”
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Table 3. Students’ responses to Task 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SOLO level</th>
<th>Percentage% (N=182)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Prestructural</td>
<td>13.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unistructural</td>
<td>41.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multistructural</td>
<td>3.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relational</td>
<td>41.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>100.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

“There will be displayed on the screen the values 9, 6, 3”.

Similar results have also been recorded as far as the multistructural SOLO level it regards. 3.30% of the students’ responses were classified in multistructural level with responses like

“There will be displayed on the screen the values 9 and 6”.

Finally, 41.21% of the students in the sample were classified into the relational level. They gave complete and justified answers manifesting arguments of the type

“The values that will be displayed on the screen are 9, 6 and 6. The first input value of the variable x (i.e. 3) is lost and a new value (6) is assigned after the execution of the statement READ x”.

Task 3

Consider the following program:

```plaintext
PROGRAM TASK3
VARİABLES
INTEGER: x, y
BEGIN
x ← 5
y ← x
x ← x+5
y ← x+5
WRITE x, y
END_PROGRAM TASK3
```

What do you expect to be displayed on the screen when the above code finishes? Explain your answer.

Table 4 presents students responses to Task 3 categorized according to the SOLO taxonomy. We have classified in the prestructural level the students’ responses which manifested conceptions irrelevant to programming. 6.59% of the students in the sample gave no answer at all. Into this category were also classified responses like

“After making the calculations I can found out the result”

“There will be displayed on the screen WRITE 10, 10”.

Approximately one out of three students were classified into the second SOLO level (unistructural). It appears that the students into this category have not built a stable representation of the successive nature of the assignments and the dynamic change of value of the variables involved. Their approaches were clearly based on a mathematical representation of both the concept of programming variable and the assignment statement. Typical responses and justifications given were like

“Initially x=5. Consequently, the statement x ← x+5 gives x=5+5=10. On the other hand, the statement y ← x+5, means that y=x=10”.
Table 4. Students’ responses to Task 3

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SOLO level</th>
<th>Percentage% (N=182)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Prestructural</td>
<td>9.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unistructural</td>
<td>30.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multistructural</td>
<td>12.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relational</td>
<td>48.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>100.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We have classified in multistructural level (12.09%) students’ responses which showed correct program outcomes. However, the justification of their answers was based on a mathematical representation of the successive assignments and the program as a structure. According to their approach, the successive assignments were viewed as mathematical calculations. Indicative responses of this type were

“After doing the calculations, the final result is x=10 and y=15”.

Approximately one out of two students (48.35%) gave a correct and adequately justified answer. Their responses were categorized into the relational SOLO level. Those students responded that

“The values that will be displayed on the screen are 10 and 15”.

In most cases, the students used a value table showing the successive values of the variables x and y after executing the successive statements of the program.

**Task 4**

Consider the following code segments:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>A ← 10</th>
<th>A ← 10</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>B ← 5</td>
<td>B ← 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A ← B</td>
<td>B ← A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B ← A</td>
<td>A ← B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WRITE A, B</td>
<td>WRITE A, B</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Do you expect that these code segments are equivalent or not? Explain your answer.

Table 5 presents the results of the survey concerning student’s answers for Task 4. Into the prestructural level we classified students’ responses indicating deficiencies and approaches unrelated to programming. A percentage of 7.69% of the students gave no answer at all. Typical examples of students’ prestructural responses were

“The order of the assignments makes no difference to the values of the variables”

“The two segments are equivalent; they display the same output values, 5 and 5”.

“The two segments are equivalent since they produce the same output on the screen: values 15 and 15”.

The last response indicates that the students hold an ‘accumulative’ mental model for the assignment statement. In other words, those students perceived the assignment statement as a process in which “the value in the right is added to the content of the variable in the left part of the statement”.

Into the unistructural level we have classified students’ responses (27.43%) that were not based on a complete representation of the code segment. Characteristic answers of this category were
Table 5. Students’ responses to Task 4

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SOLO level</th>
<th>Percentage% (N=182)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Prestructural</td>
<td>21.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unistructural</td>
<td>19.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multistructural</td>
<td>9.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relational</td>
<td>49.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>100.00</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

“The two segments are equivalent; they produce swapping of the values of the variables”.

“The two segments are equivalent since they produce the same output on the screen: values 5 and 10”.

“The two segments are not equivalent. The first displays on the screen the values 10 and 5 while the second displays the values 10 and 5 for the variables A and B respectively”.

Into the multistructural level we have classified students’ responses of the type

“The two code segments are not equivalent because the order of the assignments is different”

“The two code segments are not equivalent. After the execution of the first segment, the content of both variables is 5. In the second segment, there will be displayed on the screen the values 5 and 10 respectively”.

45.14% of the students gave correct answers manifesting arguments of the type

“The two code segments are not equivalent. In the first segment, the content of both variables is 5, so there will be displayed on the screen the values 5 and 5. In the second, the content of the two variables is 5, so the values displayed on the screen are 10 and 10 respectively”.

In order to justify their responses to the task, the majority of the students used a table with the successive values of the variables included in the code segment.

**Task 5**

Consider the following code segments:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>A ← 10</th>
<th>A ← 10</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>B ← 5</td>
<td>B ← 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A ← B</td>
<td>H ← A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B ← A</td>
<td>A ← B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WRITE A, B</td>
<td>B ← H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>WRITE A, B</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Do you expect that these code segments are equivalent or not? Explain your answer.

Table 6 presents the results concerning students’ responses to Task 5. Into the prestructural level we classified students’ responses irrelative to programming thinking. Typical examples of students’ prestructural responses were

“The two segments are equivalent; Variable H makes no difference”.

In addition, a percentage of 6.59% of students gave no answer at all.

Into the unistructural level we have classified students’ responses (27.43%) that were not based on a complete representation of the code segment. Characteristic answers of this level were

“The two segments are not equivalent. The order of the assignments to the variables is different”
Table 6. Students’ responses to Task 5

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SOLO level</th>
<th>Percentage% (N=182)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Prestructural</td>
<td>18.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unistructural</td>
<td>16.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multistructural</td>
<td>13.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relational</td>
<td>51.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>100.00</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

“The two segments are not equivalent. There is an extra variable (H) in the assignments”

Into the multistructural level we have classified students’ responses which indicated a correct aspect of the task (the swapping code). Indicative written justifications were like the following:

“The two segments are equivalent since they swap the values of the variables; they display the same output values: 5 and 10”.

Into relational SOLO level we have classified 51.65% of the students which gave correct answers writing arguments of the type

“The two code segments are not equivalent. In the first segment, the values 5 and 5 will be displayed on the screen. The second code produces swapping of the two variables. So, there will be displayed on the screen the values 5 and 10 for the variables A and B.”

The results above reiterate recent findings reported by Corney et al. (2011) regarding university students’ deficiencies about swapping of the values in two variables.

Task 6

Consider the following program:

```
PROGRAM TASK4
  VARIABLES
  INTEGER: x,y
  BEGIN
    READ x, y
    x ← x + y
    y ← x - y
    x ← x - y
    WRITE x,y
END_PROGRAM TASK4
```

What do you expect to be displayed on the screen when the above program finishes? Explain your answer.

Table 7 shows students’ responses to Task 6 categorized into the SOLO levels. 24.18% of the students in the sample were classified into the prestructural level. The majority of them (21.43%) gave no answer at all. In addition, four students gave the next explanation:
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Table 7. Students’ responses to Task 6

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SOLO level</th>
<th>Percentage (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(N=182)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prestructural</td>
<td>24.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unistructural</td>
<td>32.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multistructural</td>
<td>27.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relational</td>
<td>15.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>100.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

“There will be nothing displayed on the screen. This is a false problem and cannot be solved”.

Approximately one out of three students’ responses was classified into the unistructural SOLO level. Those students have built a rather mathematical representation of both the concept of programming variable and the assignment statement. Typical responses and justifications given were like

“After executing the successive statements $y←x-y$ and $x←x-y$, the two variables $x$, $y$ have the same content value: $x-y$”.

“After executing the successive statements the variable $y$ is equal to $x-y=(x-y)+y=x$. Because of the statements $y←x-y$ and $x←x-y$ the two variables ($x$ and $y$) have the same content value, i.e. $x$”.

Into the multistructural level we have classified students’ responses which indicated a correct approach and justification regarding the variable $y$. Those students manifested only one aspect of the task (the swapping code). Indicative written justifications were as following:

“After executing the statement $y←x-y$ the value of the variable $y$ is equal to $x$, because $y=x-y=(x+y)-y=x$. Following, after the execution of the statement $x←x-y$, the value of the variable $x$ is $x=x-y=x-x=0$”.

“After executing the statement $y←x-y$ the value of the variable $y$ is equal to $x$. The statement $y←x-y$ means that $y=x-y$ or $x=2y$ (the students treat this relation as a mathematical equation). So, the values displayed on the screen will be $2y$ and $x$ for the variables $x$ and $y$ respectively”.

In relational SOLO level we have classified $15.93\%$ of the students which gave correct answers writing arguments of the type:

“The values displayed on the screen will be $y$ and $x$ respectively”

“This code is swapping the two variables $x$ and $y$”.

The majority of the students in relational level used a value table to calculate by hand the intermediate and the final values of the variables $x$ and $y$, after the successive assignments.

Discussion and conclusions

This paper reported on the investigation of K-12 students’ mental models of the programming variable and the assignment statement by using SOLO taxonomy. Three major findings can be drawn from this study in relation to the research questions as follows.

The first research question examined if the students have built adequate mental models of the concepts of programming variable and the assignment statement. The majority of the students revealed difficulties in linking variables by assignment and read (input) statements. In addition, they exhibited misconceptions regarding the temporal scope of variables in a program. We have recorded three different types of faulty mental models of the concept of variable held by the students in the sample:
• The *mathematical model*, i.e. a variable is considered like a parameter involved in a calculation formula

• The *box or stack model*, i.e. a variable can store more than one values at a time

• The *static model*, i.e. the content value of a variable remains unchanged after a new assignment.

The results indicated that more than half of the students have not comprehended the dynamic meaning of the programming variable. In addition, they held the representation of equality for the assignment statement while facing successive assignments as mathematical relations. These findings are consistent with previous research which indicated that students have difficulties to build adequate representations for the sequence construct of a program and the dynamic change of the values of the variables (Du Boulay, 1986; Rogalski & Vergnaud, 1987; Samurçay, 1989).

The second research question examined if, and to what extent, students’ conceptions of programming variable and the assignment statement are mutually related. Our results appeared to confirm the second research question, since the mathematical representation of both constructs is prevalent between students in the sample. We have recorded three different types of faulty mental models of the assignment statement confirming only three of the eleven different mental models reported by Dehnadi & Bornat (2009):

• The *mathematical model* is prevalent among the students; they consider the successive assignments as mathematical equations or calculation formulas rather than as dynamic modifications acting on particular memory locations

• The *accumulator model*, i.e. the right value in the assignment is added to left

• The *equality model*, i.e. an assignment describes the relation between values (left and right side) which are equal.

In addition, the findings are quite similar to the survey of Corney et al. (2011) which reported that one half of university students, in an introductory computing course, could not respond efficiently to a code swapping the values in two variables.

The third research question examined the degree of applicability of SOLO taxonomy as an efficient framework to study and assess students’ representations and mental models of the programming variable and the assignment statement. The results of SOLO analysis showed that the majority of the students in the sample tended to manifest prestructural, unistructural and multistructural responses to the research tasks. Despite that studying extended abstract level is a very interesting issue for computer programming educational research, the tasks designed for this particular study did not aim at students’ performance in this level. From a research perspective and confirming previous investigations (Lister et al., 2006; 2009; Sheard et al., 2008), the results presented offered significant empirical evidence supporting the assumptions regarding the efficacy of SOLO taxonomy to explain students’ mental models in computer programming.

Since this study was based on a convenience sample, generalizations to other educational environments should be done with specific care. However, the research results could be of interest and significance in broader or international educational contexts regarding introductory computer programming.
Implications for practice

The results of this study provided information about students’ mental models and representations of the programming variable and the assignment statement. Some of the difficulties reported are intrinsic or inherent to programming but there are also themes for redesigning instruction. The findings could be of value for the design and the successful implementation of teaching interventions aiming at improving students’ learning in computer programming.

Traditional teaching approaches appeared to be inefficient to support students’ developing of appropriate mental models of the basic programming concepts. Undoubtedly, students as novice programmers require time and they develop their programming knowledge in a slow and progressive way. However, teaching the semantics of the programming language or focusing on the features of a specific language is not adequate to help students develop viable representations of the programming constructs and acquire the necessary programming skills. Teachers should address a pedagogical change in their instruction by emphasizing on problem-solving and algorithm design patterns rather than on the syntactic details and the features of specific languages. In addition, it is of great importance for instructional practice to systematically engage students into properly designed code tracing and explaining activities, in both classroom and laboratory sessions.

Variables, the assignment statement and the sequence structure constitute the basic constructs needed for students to understand the nature of programming. Our findings strongly support the importance of starting with variables in introductory programming to provide students with viable models of the basic programming constructs applicable in problem solving. Only by knowing the basic programming building blocks students will be able to combine programming constructs and integrate code segments into coherent structures and effective algorithms. The approach of roles of variables proposed by Sajaniemi & Kuittinen (2005) appears to be a promising framework, easily linked to code and pseudocode programming paradigms.

In conclusion, educators need to place explicit pedagogical emphasis on the design of students’ learning activities and the tools used to help students to improve their mental models of programming concepts. The need to develop a coherent instructional framework about the basic programming concepts is still an open research issue. To address this problem we are working on a learning framework integrating inquiry and cognitive conflict along with the simulation of programming concepts and programs (Vrachnos & Jimoyiannis, 2008). The key ideas in this framework are the appropriate design of scaffolding and supporting students’ inquiry in order to help them recognise their flawed models and actively transform them into viable representations of the basic programming constructs.

Conclusion

In this paper we have presented an analysis of the representations held by secondary education (K-12) students about the concepts of programming variable and the assignment statement. Students’ responses and justifications were mapped using the SOLO taxonomy. The results showed that approximately more than one half of the students in the sample tended to manifest prestructural, unistructural and multistructural representations. In addition, the findings provided evidence that students’ programming thinking was determined by three different models about the concept of variable and the assignment statement. The paper ends with two main conclusions: a) SOLO taxonomy constitutes an
efficient schema for research and students' assessment in introductory programming lessons; b) developing a pedagogically coherent instructional framework for introductory programming should start with the concepts of variable and assignment as building blocks.
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